“OPERATION RESUME PLAY” Recreation Classes – Phase IA

General Policies:

- Individuals who are sick or vulnerable should not attend camp/class
- Proper sanitation will be observed and we will sanitize surfaces after each activity.
- Instructors and camp participants will be asked to wash or sanitize hands upon arrival and throughout the duration of the program.
- Staff will disinfect equipment after use.
- At this time we will not be transporting class/camp participants to offsite locations. Parents will be asked to drop kids off at off site locations. Example: Cape County Park
- Participants will set up a “home base” when possible to store their personal belongings and to participate in appropriate activities.
- Increased signage encouraging proper sanitation.
- Participants will be grouped at the beginning of the camp/class and stay with their group (when possible) when participating in camp/class activities.
- Participants will receive a “supply kit” when possible with necessary supplies for the camp/class. The participants will only use those supplies and will disinfect after use.

Camp Playmo:

- Class participants will be broken into (4) groups of ten. Rooms will be disinfected after each activity and group.
- Parents will be responsible for transporting to and from all off site field trips.
- Students will use their own equipment when doing projects.
- Snacks will all be pre-packaged.